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TESTS OF PLAIN AND RiaNPORCED CONCRETE
coLmms.
I. INTRODUCTION.
The series of tests descrited in this thesis was
undertalcen with the hope of obtaining some interesting and val-
uable data upon the subject of concrete in compression. Data
upon concrete columns, comparing favorably in sii^e with those
used in the actual building operations of today was especially
desired. A great many compression tests of concrete have been
made upon small specimens, such as cubes and cylinders, but up
to the present time very few large specimens, such as columns,
have been tested. A series of tests was therefore planned which
would permit of a comparison of results from, both large a.nd
small specimens. A second object of the tests was the investi-
gation of the value of steel as a reinforcement in columns.
Por this purpose a number of specimens, identical with the
plain columns except for a reinforcement of round rods, were
made. In making the tests the loads and deformations were read
frequently, so that the action of the concrete tmder stress
could be studied, and the load-deformation relation obtained.
It was not deemed advisable to have too many variable
factors in the test specimens, as the results could then be
followed and discussed with more certainty. It was therefore
decided to make all of the test pieces from concrete mixed in
the same proportions, a fairly rich mixture being chosen. For
the same reason only tv/o styles of reinforcement were used.

these being selected as conforming to tv/o of tije methods used
in practice. The columns were restricted to two sizes of cross
section and to three lengths.
Por reference, a fev: of the column tests that have
"been previously made, will be mentioned. Of the tests on large
columns, the series of tests made at the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology is probably the most extensive. These col-
umns were 8x8 and 10 x 10 inches in cross-section and v/ere
all reinforced with one or with fotir vertical rods. The lengths
of columns used were 6, 12 and 17 ft. The colxuruis wers cast in
a vertical position and tested in a horizontal machine. These
tests have been continued, but complete data concerning the
later results has not been published as yet. Another series
of tests was made by the Government at the Watertown Arsenal
in 1904. These columns were about 12 in. square and 8 ft. long.
Some were plain and some were reinforced with four and some
with eight rods, spaced symmetrically about the vertical axis.
The government tests at the Watertown Arsenal are being con-
tinued at the present time, but the reports are not yet avail-
able. Of the tests on smaller columns, those of Considere ard
probably the most extensive, especially on hooped concrete.

II. ma™ials.
The materials used for the ter^ts did not differ from
those used in ordinarjf practice, the sand, stone, cement and
steel all being purchased in the open market.
STONE. The stone was a number 1. crushed limestone
from Kankakee 111. ordered to pass over a l/4-in. screen and
through a 1-in. screen* It contained b^f^ voids, measured by
poui^ing the stone slowly into water so that the voids became
entirelj'- filled.
SAND. The sand was of good quality, sharp, and fairly
clean, and came from the Wabash river. An average of five de-
terminations showed it to contain 28,€ voids. The result of the
mechanical analysis is given in the table below.
Sieve No. Dia. Mesh. fo Passing.
4 100.0
10 2.46 73.0
20 1.023 36.0
50 .492 12.0
74 .288 5.0
100 2.0
CEME!'!?. Chicago AA Portland Cement was used for all
the tests. The following table gives the strength of standard
briquettes of neat cement and of 1:3 mortar for ages of 7 and
60 days.
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TENSILE STRJiNCrTH 01? CEarENT.
Ref.
No.
Age 7 days. Af^e 6(3 days.
Neat 1-3 neat 1-3
]. 634 283 890 443
2 717 281 916 440
3 732 275 840 442
4 687 217 942 365
580 206 872 352
6 731 189 885
Average
.
Itbs/ sq.in. 630 242 892 404
CONCRETE. A man skilled in making concrete was era-
ployed to assist in mixing the concrete, and every effort was
made to have the different "batches of a uniform quality. All
of the concrete was made of the pr ojjorti ons : - 1 of cement, 2
of saad, 3 3/4 of stone, measured hy loose volume. The mixing
was done with shovels by hand. The sajid and cement were first
mixed together dry. The stone was then added and the mass
turned several times with the shovels. When thorougl'ily mixed
water was added and the whole mass turned until uniform in
appearance. A fairly wet mixture v/as used as this could he
tamped into the forms to better advantage. The average weight
of tiie concrete when tested, figured from the weight of the
cubes^was about 147 lbs. per cu. ft.
STSEL. The reinforcement used in trie columais consist
ed of plain round mild steel bars. 3/4 -in. vertical rods were
used in the 12 -in. columns and s/s-in. vertical rods in the 9

in. columns. All hoops were made of l/4 in. round rods. The
elastic limit of the steel averaged about 55000 lb. per sq. in.
III. TEST SPEC COINS.
In making the test specimens, care was taken to have
the conditions of manufacture as nearly as possible the sar.ie
in every case. In general two specimens of each kind were
made, so that one v/ould act as a check upon the other. Three
t3''pes of specimens were made, (a) cubes, (b) cylinders and
(c) columns, tlie concrete for all being of the 1:2:3 3/4 mix-
ture described above.
(a) CUBES. The cubes were all 12 in. and were made
in pairs from the same concrete as the columns of corresponding
numbers. The concrete for the cubes was taken from the middle
of th^oatch, and is thought to be representative. In the case
of columns mixed in two batches one cube was made from each
batch. The forms for the cubes were 2 in. plank and are shown
on page 6 • The concrete v/as well tamped into the forms, and
was troweled around the sides with a bricklayer's trowel to
insure a good surface on the cubes. The conditions of storage
were the same for the cubes as for the columns, the forms being
taken off of correspondingly numbered specimtns at the sarae
time.
(b) CYLIim'ilRS. The cylinders were 8 in. in diameter
and 16 in. long, and were made in the wrought iron forms shown
in the sketch on page 6 . They were made from the same concrete
as the columns of corresponding numbers, and were treated ex-
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aotly in the same raanner as the columns and cubes.
(c) COLIBTTJS. Three series of columns were made, one
ofjplain concrete with no reinforcement, one reinforced with
vertical rods in the comers only, and one reinforced with ver-
tical rods in the corners tied together "by l/4 in. hoops every
12 in . in height. All columns were made square in cross-sec-
tion, two sizes being used^ 9 in. and 12 in. Three lengths of
columns were used, 6, 9 and 12 ft. The sizes and arrangement
of the steel in the various reinforced columns are shown in the
sketches below.
^Ttiis Corner o~f Vioop aT c^^'ffefevit
steel rods
12" COLUMNS WtTH
** steel Cools
i" COUUMMS W\TH
VERTICAL "RODS
^Ttfe/ hoops-
On
12" COLUMNS WITH
VERTICAL F^OPS AND H0OR5.
rTHis corner- o'f hoo^ ctT d 'I'ffis reiaT
/J."
<^" COLUMNS WITH
VEf\T\CAL T\Ol?5 Anp hoots,
o
The hoops were made by bendtntj l/4 in. steol rod
while cold about a suitable form. This form war3 made by in-
serting short pieces of rod in a heavy block of wood in a man-
ner to correspond with the position of the vertical rods in the
coluimns. Tlie vertical rods were in all cases cut 1 in. shorter
than the finislaed length of the coliomn, it being intended to
have 1/2 in. of concrete over the rods at each end. In some
cases, however, the rods settled before the concrete set until
they had a bearing level with the bottom of the coliinm.
POmiS FOR COLOTOTS. The forms for the columns were
made of 2 in. pine plank, planed on both sides. Drav^ings of
the forms for the 12 in. columns are sho.vn on page 6 , which
are also typical of the forms for the 9 in, columns. Three
sides of the forms were made of continuous pieces for the full
height of the coluinn, while the 4th side was made up of 2 -ft.
lengths. The forms were held together with braces of 2 in. x
4 in. pieces and 1/2 in. steel bolts. Wedges were used to ad-
just the form to the correct width and to hold it while the con-
crete was put in. It will be noticed that all parts of the
forms are reversible, so that ti-ie sides can be turned over if
they become v/arped through use. Three forms were made for both
the 9- and the 12 in. columns, this number being sufficient to
allow the forms to "remain on the columns about two weeks before
being needed for other specimens.
MAKINO OF COLUMNS. Before setting up the form for
a column it was soaked for a d;ay or two in water. This process
kept the wood from drawing the water out of the concrete as
fast as it otherwise v/ould, and also minimized the tendency of
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the forms to wan^. The forms were set up in a vertical posi-
tion directly on the floor of the laboratory except t'nat a piece
of "building paper wars placed under them. For the reinforced
columns the rods were put in place amd fastened by temporary
wooden blocksjbefore any concrete was put in. These blocks were
removed as the concrete was put into the for-n. The concrete
for the 12 in. x 12 in. x 12 ft, columns was mixed in two batch-
es care being taken to bave both as nearly alike as possible.
For ail other columns the concrete was mixed in one batch. The
concrete was put into the forms in layers of about 6 in. Each
layer was thoroughly tamped, troweled around the surface of
the forms witJi a mason's trowel and then ta^nped again before
the next layer was put in. It was found that the troweling
greatly improved the surface of the columns, Wlrien the column
had been built up to the top of the first 2 ft. section of the
open face of the form, another 2 ft. section was added, and the
process carried on without intermission until the column was
complete. In the hooped coliimns, the hoops were put into place
as the concrete was filled in, 12 in. of concrete being tamped
into place and then a hoop added,etc. The first hoop was placed
6 in. from the bottom of the column in all cases,
STORAGE 0? COLUT'-ms. The forms were allowed to remain
on the columns after making for a period of 14 days in -fee- most
cases. Nothing other than this was done to protect the surface
of the columns from drying out too rapidly in the air, No cracks
appeared in the surface from this cause, however. The tempera-
ture of the laboratory in which the columns were made ranged
1(
I
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from GOOF *:o 70°?. It liappened that a live steam main ran with-
in a few ffeet of ti'ie tops of the columns as they were located
in ttie labor'tLory. Th.is may liave caused the tops of the col-
umns to dry out somewhat faster than the lower portions, thus
weakening the columns. Hov/ever, it is believed that the forma
protected the columns enough to keep this pipe from effecting
the results of the tests to any great extent. The columns were
not moved from the vertical position in which they were made un-
til they were tested. It was intended to test each specimen at
the age of 60 days "but ov/ing to a delay in receiving some of the
instruments, the general age of the specimens wa.s somewhat great-
er than this.
SIBaiARY. Tne follov/ing table gives a list of all the
test specimens made, together with the size, reinforcement, age
when tested, etc of each. Specimens having corresponding num-
bers v/ere made from the same batches of concrete.
Coi.
Tw,
i z e Reinforcement Age
V/hen tested.
Other test piecey
from same concrete
1-To. re inforcemoiit
.
5
9
12"xl2"xl2' Plain 69
!3 5
Cubes, 5 j_, 52Cyl, 5.
Cyl . 9
.
4
8
9"x9"xl2
'
n
" (")UO
64
Tube I.
15
15
12"xl2"x6' 61
63
Gyl . 13
.
Cubes, 15i, 15o.
18 9"x9 "x6 Cubes
,
loi, lc2
.
1
7
12"xl2"xl2' 4-3/4" rods. 71
65 Cubes, 71, 72.
2
6
9"x9 "xl2' 4-5/8" rods. o9
70
Cubes, 2i, 22.
17 9"x9 "x6 4-5/8" rods. 1-7
3
11
'l2"xl2"xi2' 4-3/4" rods.
12-1/4 "ho ops.
71
Cubes, lil, ll2»
10
14
9"x9"xl2' 4-5/6" rods.
12-1/4" hoops.
65
G3
Cubes, 101, 102.
Cyl. 101, 102.
12
16
9"x9 "x9' 4-5/8" rods.
9-1/4" hoops.
66
59
C3/I. 12i, 122.
Cubes, loi, loo.
Cyl • 16]_, I62.
Note : -Col^cnns 17 and 18 were for preliminary tests. They were not
made with the same care as the other test specimens.
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IV. "DETAILS OF TESTS.
TESTING MACHINES USED: The machine used for making
the tests on the columns and cubes was the 600000-1 "b. capacity
vertical screw machine installed in the laboratory of Applied
Mechajiics of the University of Illinois. The machine was built
by the Riehle Bros. Testing machine Company of Philadelphia in
accordance with designs supplied by Prof. Talbot, and has the
distinction of being the largest machine of its kind ever built.
It is the only machine in the country in which columns of the
size here described can be tested in a vertical position,-! .e.
in the same position in which they are used in practice. The
machine has six speeds of which only the slowest was used in
making the tests - i.e. .05 inches per minute. A photograph of
the machine is attached on page 12, showing the weighing and
controlling levers, and also a column in position for testing.
The cylinders were tested on the 100000-lb. capacity Riehle
machine in the same laboratory. The slowest speed of the ma-
chine, 0.1 in. per minute, was used for the tests.
METEOD OP SETTING SPECBIENS IN MACHINE:
CUBES: The cubes were set in the machine in plaster
of paris in a manner similar to that which will be described
for the columns. Pieces of building paper were placed between
the plaster and the heads of the machine to protect the latter.
CYLINDERS: The cylinders were set in plaster and in
addition a bearing block having two spherical surfaces of con-
tact was placed above the specimen. It was hoped that all ec-
centric loading would be avoided by this method.


!
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COLWTMS: The columis, when rendy to be tested, were
moved from the place where they were made to the iiachine by
means of a four—legged crane, built especially for moving beams
in the laboratory. This crane was high enough so that the col-
umns could be raised vertically off of the floor by a block and
tackle at one end of the crane. The tackle was fastened to a
rope looped around the column slightly above its center of grav-
ity, the top of the column being steadied by ropes tied to the
top of the crane. After being wheeled to the machine in this
vertical position, two tackles on the machine were attached to
opposite faces of the column near the top. The column could
tlien be swung directly over the bearing plate on the weigh ihg
table of the machine, A layer of rather slow setting dental
plaster was then spread upon the bearing plate and the column
lowered to a bearing in the pl*kster. Care was taken that the
coluiun was directly in the center of the plate and that it was
plummed in a vertical position. The column was held in the pro-
per position until t/ie plaster bearing had set, after which the
tackles were removed and a layer of plaster applied to the top
of the columi. The head of the machine was run down into this
plaster which was allowed to set under a load of several thou-
sand pounds. A piece of galvanized sheet iron was used between
the column and the pulling head of the machine to protect the
latter from the plaster. This method of setting the columns in
plaster insures a uniform bearing over the entire area of the
specimen and avoids eccentric loading.
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EXTKNSOMETERS ETC; The defor-mat ions of the columns
were read hy means of an adaptation of the Johnson Extensometer
made especially for the column tests here descrilDed. The ex-
tensoraeters were so arranged as to read the deformation in the
center of each face of the column. The extensometer dials were
arranged in pairs, those on opposite faces of the column "being
on the same jroke. The yokes were fastened to the colijimn "by
means of foiir contact points, two on each opposite face. These
contact points were 6 in. apart, and were placed symmetrically
with regard to the center line of the colunm. The two yokes
carrying the dials were placed '6 in. apart at the "bottom of the
column, while the yokes carrying the corresponding extensometer
l)ars were placed in a similar position at the top of the col-
umn. The gauge lengths used were thus arranged to center as
nearly as possible upon the center of the height of the column,
in most cases. The extensometer "bars were made of seasoned
maple with steel "blades at the ends to make contact with the
rollers of the dials. The dials were arranged so that the
"blades of the extensometer "bars could be held against the roll-
ers "by means of ru'b'ber "bands. The dials read to ten thousands
of an inch. A clearer idea of the extensometers and the method
of placing them on the columns ma.y "be ha.d by referring to the
drawings on pages 15 and 16 , and also to the various photographs
of the tests. The same extensometers, with an 8 in. gauge
length, were used on several of the cubes, the steel blades
only beihg used for extensometer bars. Por measuring the de-
formations of the cylinders a pair of Johnson dials mounted on

LOWEPv YOKE - EUEVATIOH
.
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SCALE - 3"=- I'-O"
-e:xtemoomete.r5 uoed oncolummd amdcudk-
- EXTEIiSOMET&RD USED OM CYLIMPEKS-

OF" MACHIf^E.
TYPICAL AKP\A.NqE^^£r1T or t:xTE.H30mETErv5 OHCOLUrHID'
1/2." -l-o",
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3''okes witli tliree contact points were used. A drav/ing of one
of these yokes is shown on pa^^e 15. A photograph of one of
the cylinders in tlie machine with ext ensometer s attached is
shown on page 16,
The lateral deflections of some of tlie coluir.ns were
measured roughly "by means of a thread and scale, fastened on
the column as shown in the drawings on page 16. These readings
were used only as a check upon tlie way the column was deflect-
ing, "but they are plotted on the same sheets v/ith the load-de-
formation curves.
OPERATIOK OP TESTS: In the operation of the tests
three men were employed. One man ran the machine and reeid the
loads, while the other two read the extensometers. The exten-
someters on opposite faces of the columns were read at the same
time. An electric bell signal was operated "by the man running
/ the machine so that the loads and extensometer readings v/ould
be read simultaneouslj'-. The loads vi^ere apjjlied in increments
of 10000 to 15000 lbs., and the readings were usually taken
30 seconds after the machine had stojjped running. This method
of timing the readings resulted in better curves than would
otherwise have been obtained. In some cases the loads were
taken off before the maximijon was reached, and then applied again
in order to obtain some idea of the nature of the "set" of the
column. The cube tests were carried on in the same way as the
column tests, except that extensometer readings were taken on
only a few specim.ens. The cj/linders were tested by one man,
the loads and deformations being read as nearly as possible at
the same time.
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V. OBSERV}*!) DATA.
Special notes concerning the different experiments
are here given together with sketches of the f9.i lures. The
load and ext ensometer readings for the different specimens are
given in the ta'bles in Part VI. along with the computed results.
CUBES: Tlie cubes, in general, failed by bulging out
on all sides, fine vertical cracks appearing first. A few cubes
were crushed down to complete failure,
and the concrete was found to break off
leaving two pyramids with their apeces
at the center of the cube, and t^ieir
bases on the bearing heads of the machine
as in the sketch.
A GYLrNDERS. The cylinders all failed
by bulging and flaking of_ the concrete.
Vertical cracks were the first to appear. When crushed down to
complete failure pyramids started to form as in the case of the
cubes, the cylinder finallT?" shearing off diagonally.

- n^ThOD OF TEST I MG^ CUDK-
- WlTh EXTEHSOn^TEPVS-

COLUTW r.O, 1. 12 in. x 12 in. x 12 ft. 4 3/4-Kn. rods.
Failed hy crushing on side (3), cracks rapidly extending to
sides (1) and (2). No cracks on side (4). Coliunn dei'lected tcwan
side (4). Rods next to side (3) bulged, breaking concrete out
at corners. At load of 167000 lb. tliree or four fine hair
crackD appeared at top of coluinn hut did not develop further.
© ^@ © @
COimm NO. 2. 9 in. X 9 in. X 12 ft. 4 s/s-in. rods.
Failed by crushing at top, the first crack appearing near one
corner at a load of 127000 lb. The rods in the corners of the
coluinn spread outward breaking off the concrete. A few fine
cracks appeared at the bottom of column but these did not de-
velop before failure. Ixtensometer s spaced 3 in. apart and cent-
ered 1 ft. 6 in. from ends of colwin.

#COLUT.li; IJO. 3. 12 in. x 12 in. xl2 ft. 4 -sA-in. rods
and I2-1/4 in. }ioops. Surface of column rather rouc>i near top.
Failed hy crushing out at bottom, all vertical rods hulking be-
tween the last two hoops. The first crack appeared at load of
242000 lb. At load of 171000 lb. extensometer (1) was jarred,
necessitating a correction in figuring; up the data.
COLDIOT NO. 4. 9 in. x 9 in. x 12 ft. Plain. Bad
ring in surface of colmnn about 1 ft. 8 in. from top. In sett-
ing in machine the top of column was accidentally shattered.
Colixrnn was taken out and dressed to a length of about 10 ft.
6 in. and then tested. In setting the second time an initial
load of 40000 lb. was applied by mistake. The bottom exten-
someters were centered 11 in. from the bottom, leaving space at
top to fasten a tackle to^nold the top of column in case failure
occured suddenly in the middle. Column failed by crushing at
top without cracks before maximum load was reached.
\3
f /
® (3) © @

COLUJm T^O. 5. 12 in. X 12 In. x 12 ft. Plain.
Failed by crushing at top and finally shearing off completely
on diagonal line. No warning cracks apjieared before maxiunain
load was reached. At load of 163600 lb., extensomet er (4) was
Jarred changing reading. In coniputing data the effected read-
in^'s were corrected by subtracting .0146 in. from each.
C0LU1.QT NO. 6. 9 in. x 9 in. x 12 ft. 4 -b/s-in. rods.
Failed by buckling of vertical rods near bottom. The rods pro-
jected through to bottom, of concrete, thus having a direct bear-
ing on the bed of t}ie machine. First crack at load of 1250001b.
Ext. (3) stopped reading twice due to small chips catching be-
tween roller and ext. blade. These readings were corrected by
plotting and then shifting curves. The failure is shown in
photograph on page •
1
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COLUMN m. 7. 12 in. x 12 in. x 12 ft. 4-3/4-in. rods.
Failed by buckling of rods about 4 ft. from bottoin at maximum
load^ followed by coluian shear infi off diagonally with
plosive noise. 24000 lb. was sustained by colunn
plosion. Failure shown in photograph on pap;e 2b
-^^ m T-
a loud ex-
after the ex-
1-
® @ © @
COLUMN NO. 8. 9 in. x 9 in. x 12 ft. Plain. Side
(1) bowed out slightly on accoimt of warping of forms. Exten-
someters centered 6 in. from bottom leaving space at top for
tackle. Failed at top with explosive noise. There were no
warning cracks. A portion of the top sheared off.
®


I/
I
1
COLWm IW, 9. 12 in. x 12 in. x 12 ft. Plain. Bottom
extensometei's centered 6 in. from bottom leaving space at top
for tackle. Failed at top by shearing and crushing without
warning cracks and without noise.
COLmOT NO. 10. 9 in. x 9 in. x 12 ft. 4 5/8-in. rods
and 12 1/4 in. hoops. Failed "by crushing out between bottom
two hoops. Failure seemed to be due mostly to bulging of ver-
tical rod in comer 2-3. This rod was found to rest directly
on tlie bed of the machine at the completion of the test.
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COLUI^IJ T^O. 11. 12 in. x 12 in. x 12 ft. 4 3/4-in. rods.
12- 1/4-rin. hoops. Comer 1-3 at top was knocl<ed off In settinf-:
in machine for a distance of 2 1/2 in. each v/ay, but this did
not affect failure of column. Failed by bulging out at top be-
tween last two hoops, concrete finally shearing. First crack
appeared near corner at load of 230400 lb. This colur^n is shown
in photograph on page. 25.
(D
.
@ (D ®
COLUMN NO, 12. 9 in. x 9 in. x 9 ft. 4-.5/8-in rods,
and 12- l/4-in. hoops. Failed by crushing out all around at top.
Crackling noises v;ere heard at load of 188000 lb. but no cracks
could be seen. First crack appeared at rcaximuin load read. Ex-
tensometer (3) probably read about .0055 in. at initial load.
Readings were corrected by this amount.
® @ ® @
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COMlTQ NO. 13. 12 in. X 12 in. X 6 ft. Plain. Palled
loy crushinc in center of height with vertical cracks extending
half the length of colui'.n. No cracks a])peared before inaximun
load was reached.
® @ © @
COLma\[ NO. 14. 9 in. x 9 in. x 12 ft. 4 s/s-in. rods.
12 l/4-'in. hoops. Failed "by crushing out at top, rods bulging
"between last two hoops. Vertical rods extended through to
plaster bearing at the top.
® (D © @
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COLUJim NO. 15. 12 in. x 12 in. x 6 ft. Plain. All
extensometer readings for this coluirm were taken "kjy one man^
tlierefore not taken as near simultaneously as usual. Failed
"by crushing, vertical cracks appearing near top on all sides
when naximuin load was reached. Tliis colurr.n is shown in photo-
graph on page 30.
® @ @ ©
COLUim NO. 16. 9 in. x 9 in. x 9 ft. 4 -s/s-in. rods.
9 -1/4 in. hoops. Faile.d "by crushing out near center of column.
Vertical rods bulged "betv/een hoops. "Pirst crack appeared at
129900 lb. Photographs on page 31 shovir this column at
two stages of failure.
® @ (D
I
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COimil^ KO. 17. 9 in. x 9 in. x 6 ft. 4 s/s-in. rods.
Tills column was upset in mcving but no cracks resulted. Failed
by rods bulging close to top of colwii and thus breaking con-
crete out. First crack appeared at niaximuin load rend. A photo-
graph of this coliAinn is shown on page 3*0 .
COLUT.ij: no. 10. 9 in. x 9 in. x 6 ft. Plain. Failed
by crushing at top. This column was of very poor concrete.
Corners of colLuim could be crunbled off with fingers.

VI. DATA ATTD COWPUTJO) RESULTS.
In the following tables the original readings taken
during each test are given, together with the computed unit
loads and average unit deformations which were used in plotting
the curves. A suinmary of all the testsjis given on page 34 "by
means of which the maximiun loads sustained by corresponding col-
umns, cuhes, atid c^-'linders can be readily compared. Some de-
tailed' information concerning the cubes is given in the table
immediately following.
SUTIMARy 0? CUBES.
Pirst Weigr-iirig. Age Weight Majc.
Mark
.
Forms off Age Weight IITien unit
days. Days. Tested
.
Tested
.
Load.
21 9 22 145.0 67 142.9 1970
22 9 22 145.3 67 142.9 19 54
51 2 15 149.5 61 147.0 2314
52 2 15 149.4 61 146.9 2572
4 3 16 146.8 62 144.4 1620
71 13 150.9 69 146.9 1790
72 13 152.2 70 148.3 2672
lOl 13 150.0 64 145.5 1897
102 13 152.2 76 147.6 2308
111 13 150.7 75 147.3 2453
ll2 13 150.7 75 147.1 2340
l5i 16 151.9 67 149.1 2374
152 16 152.7 67 149.5 2146
161 13 151.6 66 146.3 2090
1 o2
18i
13 149.7 66 146.5 2417
* 13 153.0 39 149.0 1472
18o 13 151 .
7
39 147.6 1550
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-35-
Cube No. 7
Cross- section. 11.937 xl2. in. Gauce Length. 8 in.
Area. 143.3 sq. in. Age. 69 days.
Loads. Extensometer Readings. Loads Unit
lbs
.
1 2 3 4 per sq. in . Def
.
lbs
.
16500 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 115 .000000
40000 .0010 .0001 .0008 .0003 279 069
66400 .0025 .0002 .0016 .0011 463 169
B6100 .0037 .0003 .0022 .0017 602 247
104fS00 .0050 .0004 .0030 .0024 731 337
121500 .0064 .0005 .0037 .0029 850 422
140600 .0084 .0003 .0047 .0036 983 532
158500 .0109 .0002 .0057 .0043 1107 660
130400 .0109 .0001 .0057 .0041 912 651
84700 .0100 ~ . 0003 .0047 .0035 591 560
68200 .0095 -.0004 .0043 .0032 477 519
41400 .0086 - .0005 .0035 .0028 289 450
71000 . 0094 -.0005 .0037 .0031 496 491
105900 .0103 -.0003 .0046 .0037 740 572
13 6200 .0112 -.0002 .0055 .0042 952 647
163600 .0126 -.0001 .0065 .0049 1142 747
180000 .0152 -.0001 .0072 .0055 1257 869
191000 .0195 - .0006 .0078 .0061 1333 1025
200400 .0248 -.0010 .0088 .0068 1398 1230
209000 .0295 -.0012 .0096 .0075 1460 1423
215500 .0380 -.0016 .0114 .0082 1505 1752
226700 .0464 -.0025 .0140 .0092 1383 2097
234000 .0554 -.0025 .0170 .0106 1633 2516
243000 .066r - .0025 .0235 .0135 1695 3160
254000 .0902 - .0025 .0255 .0224 1773 4240
256500 .1142 - .0025 .0295 .0387 1790 6620
250000 .1444 -.0015 .0735 .0565 1745 .008530

-36-
Cube No. 7,.
Cross- section. 11 .9375''xl2" Gauce Length. 8 in.
Ayprt - 143.3 sq. in.
. 70 days.
Extensometer Readings. Loads Unit
1 2. 3 4 per sq. in . Der
.
lbs
.
23300*v V/ vy c\r\r\c\• UUUU . uuuu onnn nnnn 1 DO . 0000009 V/ vy vy
47000
. UUli r\r\r\ c . UUU 1 nnm. UUUi 1 O Q 075
63000vj c/ V/ ^> vy nm Q• uuiy • uuuy nm n. UUl 1 . UUUt5 4oy 137
7R100* LJ _L Vy V/ • uuao . UUi4 nm c. UUl D . UUU r R /( Ro40 196
99000 • UUO *S nnoT nm n. UUIU COT 265
116200 r\r\A (\
. UU4u • UUoi nno c nm c. UUxO OT O 346
131400JL kJ X V/ riA/1 R. UU4 D rsr\'x Q. uUi^y nnm• UUoU nnoT • Q T Qy lo 422
150000^ v' w ^y V/ vy . yJKjuo r\t\ CO. UUO/c nn*^ fi• UUoo n no Q T n yl DXU4o 534
166600 • UUDx n o C\C\A O • UUOO XX DO 619
1811 00
. uu /u nn rfi. UU fo nn/ "7. UU4 t . UU4x T O ^ /I 722
198300«L ^VyOvyvy . uu r y . UUo nn cx• UUoo . uu4y T 1 Q >lxOo4 832
216000J» ky V/ vy V/ . uuoo • uuy4 no c o• UUb/i . UUO r T RAQXOUo 940
232800ly vj vy vy . uuy f . OxUd nnTn. UU /U . UUo f T A O R 1061
24800O~ \y v/ \y m OG. ux uo m or\ nn*? T• UU / I • UU f o 1 ry rz o1 ro^ 1186
26400OA/ vj *x vy vy v/ m o R* U±4JO . Uloo nno o. UUoy nAQ Q. UUOO T Q /I OXo4<:J 1366X vy yj vy
273^00 • UX 4 . Ux OU nno CL• uuy D • uuyo T m Axyxu 1520
282000vj * ^y vy vy . UX 04 . Ux d4 r»T nc. UxUd . U± U,4 ly D f 1650
291000w/ J. V/ vy vy . ux o o • Ux ^ o . Ux X r . ux X c, O ATt O/5Uo<5 1788
500000*y vy vy vyvy Vy . Ux / y . Ux yo m o o m OA. UX/iU OAQ A<5uy 4 1940
310000ly X vy vy vy vy • Ux y<5 . U/dUo . Uloo nT O Q O T /I/C X o4 2080
317000^ » vy vy vy . U<iUr) nooo m Kn. UloU nT >i. UX04 OOT O 2215
324400o fc/*T V vy Vy . u<ixy no'3i c. U/COO • Ul DX AT A 1.• UX40 OO A R 2370
3313 00%^ *~f -1. vy vy »\J e^O f no m "7/1. Ui. r 4 AT RA. uxou O T A 2538
337000«-y cy » vy vy vy no KQ• U/^OO no K• U<& DO . Uloo AT R U. UXOo O TE C O2o52 2715
34210Ow iC# X vy %y no "7 A• Uii / 4 no ^7 o. U/S 1 o nono (Hit <i Q. yx D o <dooo 2880
348S0Ot-' * vy »y vy vy noQo. u<sy<£i noQT noT o AT. (JX r r 3038
«y vy Vy .0315 .0305 .0226 .0185 O /I R Q 3220
3*58000w »y vy Vy vy Vy .0333 .0318 .0240 .0196 O /I o o 3395
36200Ovy vy Vy Vy Vy .0349 .0330 .0254 .0205 o c o cd 0/5 O 3555vy kJ kJ
3 66000vy vy v> vy vyVy .0369 .0344 .0271 .0218 O C. R
1
<i ooo 3755vy t 1./ *y
3 70000<y ' vy V*/ Vy Vy .0388 .0363 .0295 .0231 2582 3990
375000 .0415 .0382 .0305 .0245 2615 4210
378200 .0441 .0400 .0324 .0260 2640 4450
379000 .0469 .0422 .0340 .0273 2646 4700
382000 .0505 .0445 .0355 .0293 2665 5000
383000 .0540 .0475 .0370 .0313 2672 5280
381000 .0571 .0511 .0385 .0335 2658 5630
382000 .0607 .0563 .0409 .0361 2668 .006060

-37-
Cute 10-j^,
Cross-section. 12"xl2". Gauge Length. 8 in,
Area. 144 sq. in. Age. 64 days.
Lo ad s
.
Ext en someter Readings • Loads Unit
lbs • 1 2 3 4 T) er so. in. Def
.
1 OS .
15700 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 109 .000000
30000 .0003 .0022 .0000 .0005 209 031
49500 .0007 .0050 .0000 .0014 344 087
69500 .0009 .0077 .0001 .0025 483 163
90000 .0010 .0103 .0003 .0036 626 244
107100 .0008 .0122 .0006 .0047 745 331
125000 Reset .0151 .0057 870
143400 .0181 .0020 .0070 997 563
162000 .0000 .0214 .0031 .0082 1125 706
179200 .0004 .0251 .0043 .0097 1245 875
194100 .0007 .0288 .0052 .0112 1348 1023
208000 .0010 .0337 .0069 .0133 1445 1263
219900 .0014 .0380 .0085 .0154 1527 1494
231500 .0019 .0450 .0105 .0184 1610 1808
240000 .0028 .0511 .0125 .0213 1668 2113
247700 .00^7 .0570 .0165 .0245 1722 2565
259700 .0056 .0675 .0200 .0300 1805 3127
264900 .0099 .0763 .0233 .0344 1840 3605
268000 .0177 .0840 .0242 .0403 1862 4030
273100 .0245 .0960 .0385 .0475 1897 5375
273000 .0323 .1080 .0530 .0574 1896 .006900

-38-
Cute. 16
Cross- section. 12" X 12". Gauge Length
.
8 in.
Ar ea. 144 sq • in
.
Age. 66 days.
Loads
.
Extensometer Readinp;s. Loads Unit
1 bs
.
1 2 3 4 per sq. in . Def
.
IbB.
6800 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 47 . 000000
23500 .0024 ,0005 .0000 .0004 163 181
44600 .0055 .0014 .0000 .0010 310 Aid432
66600 .0087 .0022 .0000 .0018 463 ^ o o688
87000 .0117 . 0025 .0005 .0027 604 O C Iff857
102500 .0137 .0028 .0018 .0034 713 990
123400 .0168 .0030 .0018 .0045 858 1127
139000 .0190 .0030 .0019 .0052 966 1220
154200 .0213 .0030 . 0024 .0060 1070 1334
1d9100 .0240 .0030 .0032 .0067 1174 1466
183200 .0264 .0020 .0040 .0074 1272 1557
197000 .0293 .0015 .0051 .0078 1368 1678
207400 . 0319 .0008 ,0058 .0082 1442 1772
21 7000 .0342 .0003 .0068 .0085 1507 1870
231 iOO .0379 .0012 .0086 .0090 1605 2008
239800 .0406 .0018 .0105 .0095 1666 2150
248100 .0436 .0025 .0113 .0100 1723 22 64
256900 .0469 . 0045 .0131 .0108 1784 2586
262900 .0503 .0051 .0148 .0117 1826 2553
270000 .0534 .0065 .0165 .0127 1875 2690
276000 .0569 .0078 .0188 .0139 1918 2870
282900 .0604 .0090 .0213 .0155 1965 3070
288100 .0646 .0104 .0246 .0174 2000 3320
293300 .0695 .0115 .0275 .0195 2036 3595
296400 .0746 .0129 .0310 .0213 2060 3875
300300 .0751 .0137 .0340 .0233 2086 4020
303000 .0844 .0145 .0375 .0255 2105 4465
303400 .0695 .0151 .0405 .0288 2108 4805
305100 .0941 .0157 .0445 ,0322 2119 5160
301000 .0994 .0157 .0483 .0323 2090 .006450

-39-
Cube No. 16
Cross-sect ion . 12" X 12". Gauf;e Length. 8 in.
Area. 144 sq. in
.
Age. 66 days.
Loads
•
Extensometer Readinp;s. Loads Unit
IDS. 1 2 3 4 per sq. in. Def
.
lbs.
7000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 49
35900 .0003 . 0004 .0003 .0005 249
5(3000 .0007 . 0006 . 0006 .0008 403
n d a r\ r\7 9500 . 0011 .0011 .0013 .0012 ceo552 X t o
100000 .0015 A\/A T /•.0016 . 0019 .0017 695
121000 . 0020 .0025 .0027 .0023 841
141200 . 0026 . 0035 . 0037 .0030 982
151600 . 0031 . 0044 .0048 .0040 1122
lol300 . 0037 • 0055 .0059 .0050 1258 A9 7
<iOUoOO . 0043 .0070 AN/*\ r* *y.0073 .0060 1391 76R
/il oyOO • 0048 . 0084 . 0088 . 0073 1507 J X vJ
2ol400 .0055 . 0100 .0104 .0088 1608 X wO<&
<i47o00 . 0063 .0119 .0124 .0107 1720
260600 .0073 .0137 .0141 .0125 1815 1 4ftRxt oo
/d7140u . 0083 ANT c r-.0155 A\"l ^ rj. 0153 .0143 1885 1 fi6RX (J U U
.0095 .0175 .0171 .0161 1960 X yjKJCf
290900 .0105 .0190 .0187 .0179 2020 ^ v/ O «J
300600 .0120 .0205 .0214 .0202 2088 xc/
308900 .0138 .0235 .0246 .0229 2146
31 O LOO .0154 .0260 .0257 .0257 2193
323400 .0170 .0283 .0284 .0286 2246 3195
328700 .0190 .0320 .0305 ,0320 2282 3548
334500 .0214 .0360 .0335 .03 60 2320 3965
340000 .0238 ,0405 .0360 .0407 2360 4405
341400 .0266 .0464 .0375 .0490 2370 4985
346100 .0298 .0520 .0385 .0578 2405 5570
346600 .0335 .0620 .0420 .0671 2408 6400
348000 .0367 .0680 .0446 .0768 2417 7070
348000 .0385 .0745 .0465 ,0837 2417 .007610

-40-
Cylinder No. 10^
.
T^"i Qvrtjj 1 CUi I • Length.
.
in
.
Area. 48.707 Sq. in. Age 80 days.
Load 8
.
Extensoraeter Readinfjs. Loads
.
Unl t
IDS* 1 2 lbs. Def
,
per sq. in.
1 iUU .0000 23 . UUUUU
DdUU Failed to r\r\r\nj.«a.ij.cu ,(JUU9 107 . uuuuy
y oUU read, .0019 201 . UUUi :^
J. 4r>UU o r\ o . UUUO
r\ r\ r\ r\ r\
. 0053 411 . UUUoo
25300 .0075 520 .00075
OUoUU
. 0098 623 . uuuy o
35500 .0130 729 .00130
40000 .0165 822 .00165
44500 .0227 914 .00227
49000 .0295 1006 .00295
52000 .0488 1068 .00488
C3'-linder No. 102.
JL/lEuu. 7.9375 in. Gauge Length. xu in •
Area. 49.483 sq. in. Age. 80 days.
Loa.ds • Extensoraeter Readings. Loads uni u
IDS . 1 2 lbs. Dei •
per sq. in •
4UUU .0000 81 . 00000
lUUUU Pailed to .0008 202 . 00008
read. .0015 307 . 0001
5
.0025 407 . 00025
.003 5 504 . OOOo 5
OUIUU .0048 609 . 00048
o4yuu .0059 706 . UUU59
39700 .0074 803 .00074
45000 .0091 910 .00091
49350 .0110 998 .00110
53900 .0131 1090 .00131
5H400 .0162 1180 .00162
61000 .0203 1233 . 00203

-41-
Cylinder No. I2i,
Diam. 7. 9375 in. Gauge Length. 10 in.
Area. 49 .433 sq. in. Age . 78 days.
Loads. Ext ensometer Readings. Loads
.
Ur 1
1
11)3. 1 2 lbs. D^f
.
per sq. in
1500 .0000 .0000 30 .000000
6500 .0003 .0004 131 .000035
12400 .0008 .0009 251 .000085
17130 .0011 .0012 346 .000115
22000 .0015 .0017 445 .000160
27000 .0020 .0020 546 .000200
32000 .0026 .0024 647 .000250
37400 .0032 .0029 757 .000305
42000 .0038 • 00c. 3 850 .000355
47000 .0043 .0038 951 .000405
52500 .0050 .0043 1062 .000465
57000 .0056 .0047 1152 .000515
62000 .0063 .0052 1253 .000575
68400 .0072 .0060 1382 .000660
72200 .0080 .0070 1460 .000750
77000 .0089 .0078 1557 .000835
82500 .0099 .0086 1668 .000925
88000 .0114 .0096 1780 .001050
93600 .0153 .0104 1392 .001185
98450 .0150 .0113 1990 .001315
100320 .0169 .0125 2088 .001470

-42-
Cylinder No. I22.
Diam. 7.9375 in. Gauge Length. 10 in.
Area. 49.483 sq. in. Age. 80 days.
Loads
.
Ext en some ter Readings. Loads Unit
Ids* 1 2 llDS. Def
.
V per sq. in.
3400 . 0000 69 . 00000
6480 • '.)004 ^ Q* u_ v.* w-W 131 U04
1U090 • 0014 204 U14
151 70 . 0028 re;id
.
307 028
• 0041 A i\ A404 U4i
OCT r\ f\251 90 .0057 510 057
30500 .0072 619 072
35200 .0084 712 084
41000 .0101 830 101
45460 .0114 920 114
50600 .0129 1022 129
55 770 .0146 1127 146
61000 .0165 1233 165
65480 .0182 1323 182
70340 .0202 1432 202
75000 .0224 1517 224
80160 .0250 1620 250
85000 .0282 1718 282
89470 .0314 1809 314
94230 .0382 1904 382
95000 .0459 1920 .00459

-43-
Cylinder No. 13.
Dian. 7.9375 in. Gauge Length. 10 in.
Area. 49.483 sq. in. Age. 74 days.
Loads
.
Ext ensometer Readinfcs. Loads Unit
los
.
1 2 l"bs. Def
.
per sq. in.
2200 .QOOO 45 .00000
7500 .0009 Failed to 152 0,09
15260 .0028 309 028
20400 .0040 read. 4^3 040
26000 .0057 526 057
31200 .0070 631 070
37300 .0091 755 091
44800 .0116 907 116
49700 .0136 1004 136
54770 .0161 1107 161
59670 .0190 1206 190
64400 .0230 1302 230
69300 .0285 1400 285
733 60 .0340 1483 340
74640 .0430 1504 .00430
Cylinder No. 16^^.
Diam. 7.9375 in. Gauge Length. 10 in.
Area. 49.483 sq. in • Age. 69 days.
Loads Ext ensometer Readings. Loads Unit
Ids . 1 2 lbs. Dei.
per sq. in.
2650 .0000 .0000 54 .000000
.0004 .0007
14970 .0012 .0019 303 155
21oOU .0021 .0033 435 027
28100 .0030 .0048 568 039
34500
. 0043 .0060 697 515
40520 .0056 .0073 820 645
45700 .0069 .0086 925 775
50230 .0084 .0100 1014 920
55800 .0101 .0115 1128 1080
59900 .0121 .0130 1211 1255
64300 .0149 .0150 1300 1495
69600 .0182 .0175 1406 1785
73500 .0221 .0209 1486 2150
75500 .0289
.0270 1525 .002795

_/!/!_
Cylinder No. 16
Diam. 7.875 In. Gauge Leiigth. 10 in.
Area. 48.707 sq. in. Age . 69 days.
Load s
.
Extensoraeter Readings. Loads Unit
lbs. 1 2 lbs
.
Def
.
per sq. in.
2900 .0000 .0000 60 .000000
7770 .0004 .0008 159 0060
163GO .0013 .0020 336 0165
22000 .0021 .0033 452 0270
26600 .0033 .0048 546 0405
32450 .0050 .0069 666 0595
39600 .0074 .0112 813 0930
46400 .0100 .0156 953 1280
51400 .0128 .0200 1055 1640
55550 .0160 .0254 1140 2070
59100 .0200 .0337 1212 .002635
Cylinder ITo. 9.
Diam. 7.9375. Gauge Length. 10.593 in
Area. 49.483 sq. in. Age. 59 days.
Loads Extenso/net er Readings. Loads. Unit.
lbs. 1 2 lbs Def
per sq. in •
500 .0000 10 .000000
5290 Failed to .0009 107 085
10490 .0017 213 160
15330 read
.
.0024 310 226
20060 .0035 406 330
2 5100 .0041 508 387
30200 .0057 611 538
33150 .0068 671 642
38050 .0090 769 849
43800 .0122 886 1152
50000 .0168 1010 1586
55000 .0210 1112 1983
51000 .0485 1030 .004580

- 4 5 -
Cylinder l^o. 5.
Di ajTi • 7.875 in. Gauge Length . lu m
.
At 68, • 48.707 sq. in. Age. G8 days •
T Extensoraeter Readings. Loads Tin ? *uni &.
Ids* X o p er s (-1 • m . jjei •
IDS.
. uuuu
DOoU noon 1 no
XUUUKJ . UwUU om A T ADi t
X y uu . UUU«J . uu<c/U
. uuuo . uu/cy o y y <5 V7 w
.0004 .0039 499 <^ ^ w
yj.uu .0005 .0048 598 Tr OW
.0006 .0058 701 »J Ow
Qnnno yuuu .0007 .0056 802 A AOc Dvy
.0077 921
c><iyuu Stopped .0091 1085 t7 X V>
55700 reading. .0102 1143 1020
60400 .0117 1239 1170
65270 .0132 1340 1320
70100 .0154 1440 1540
75400 .0179 1548 1790
81000 .0220 1563 2200
84000 .0245 1724 2450
85600 .0326 1758 3260
82000 .0327 1683 .003270
I
-46-
Column No . 1
.
Size.l2.187"xl2.093''xl2' . 4-3/4" rods.
Area. 147.4 sq. in. fo reinforcement. 1.2.
Gauge Lengtli. 132". Age. 71 days.
Loads
.
Extensometer readings. Loads Unit
1 u o • 1 o 3 4 per sq,
1 t J s *
in. Def.
OiUU AAAA. UUUU AAAA• UUUU O T<^1 AAAAAA
f4UU AAT 1 AAT T. UUli • UUU 1 ZJKJ 007UU 1
i4yuu AAO'<^ A A"* R noR'A. UUOO nnno T mlUl
A A'X O AACQ
. uuby OORT. UUOl • UU<oO TARX40 DADutu
1 '2. O r\ AAK "7 AT T^O
a UX (O f AAR'* OOR 070u / u
4,5oUU AAQO AT R R• Ul 55 . uxo^ . UUD * <oyu OQR
• Ul 54 AT• uiy4 . v^<iy^ AA77• UU / / oy u XO o
DoUUU AOT "5^ AOOO . VJO DU AAT^Dl X \^ o
AT Q
• ui6y AT QA• uiyu . vOXO • uuou A704 t XO '
4 f 4UU AT RQ• Ul Do AT TQ• Ul 1X5 . uouo . UUO f O o 1 X <c o
36400 AT OQ AT A T. U141 OA7 1 OAxut
xioOOU AT AA AAO Q. uuy o — nno7 T 701 I\J 07 7
14400 A AiTT• UU f 1 AA RT. UU51 m 7R• Ul I o ~. UU^D y o OA 7ut »
olOO • UU5<0 A A*? R• UU35 m on — n A"^ o• UUO(& R RO O UOO
5000 • UUc>«j AAOA . uuy u UUOU AO^ OPT
lo ^00 A A^fl• UU fu AA/t R. UU40 m RR. ux oo — C\C\A.AUU4 ^ T 1X XO 04Qut u
1 r\r\ AT OA AT T R nORT AAAA
* UUUU <ioy OQP
56700 • u±a J. AT QT• uiy1 • uo <c o > UUDl AROOO 1 AAX1
1
/3dOO AO y1 O • UOijU m OR• uxuo AQ Q4y y 1 RRxoo
OD300 A'i T K• Uol 5 AO Q A/1 po m ox RQAOOO
100000 A'^ f3Q• uooy A'^ A^f• U«5U / HR AO m Ri• Ul 01 A 7 Q PAR<c o o
i<;uooo A/i Q a• U4oo • UO / O . v f uo • UlOO Ol O OOO
1400U0 A K C• U 5 / 5 C\A TA. U4 f\j • uo^u AOO T Q Rny Du
1 55000 A <i R "7 A R QA . uy y 1 AO R R• U<iO T HRTlUOl 471*x f X
1 D rOUO A'7'i A A<t f3 *?• UOO I . xuy ^ AO RO. U<iOU RO"*O<^o
141000 A^; A• Udd / ACX T. U631 T A'XQ. luoy AO/1 R Q R Qy Do A QQ4oy
114300 • U5y <5 A R CT. U5bl HQ AT• uy Dl m 7"^. Ul f o 777(If 4oo
63000 • U4y 5 A/ICR• U4b5 AP R R. UOD . UUOU R A'^O DO ROo5y
49300 A'X "70• U3 f d A'Z IQ PiAQQ. Uooy — • UUUO OOO OA/I
20400 AO O AOT A• U<g14 • U44y Uu4U loo TAT1 Dl
c c*^ r\r\66/500 • U4 J. X • U04 1 . UUIO AAQ44y o cx
T AOO PiA A CXT
• 0531 • 04 / 6 • UOO/5 AT T A AQ'Aoyo 1 QAOOU
T O C AAA125000 A ^ T A• 0610 Aden• U55y AQ R A• uy5U AT Q n• Ulo f o4y 437
143400 A^^ 7T• U D 1 X OAT Q• uoiy . xuxx noAT. U<i*tl y /4 /I Q
,0736 .0686 .1084 .0299 XXUU R'^O00<5
178700 .0797 .0756 .1105 .0357 1212 571
188300 .0846 .0814 .1202 .0393 1278 616
194000 .0887 .0875 .1258 .0433 1316 654
206400 .0950 .0959 .1303 .0490 1400 702
210000 .1008 .1048 .1368 .0536 1425 750
220000 .1088 .1154 .1487 .0603 1493 822
224000 .1182 .1270 .1636 ,0666 1520 901
234000 .1268 .1382 .1773 .0751 1587 981
233000 .1480 .1613 .2091 .0883 1580 1148
228000 .1600 .1760 .2300 .0955 1547 .001252

-47-
Column No. 2.
Size. 9" X 8.953" X 12' . 4-5/8" r od s
.
Area. BO. 6 sq. in. 5 Reinforcement. 1.52.
Gauge Length. 108". Age. 69 days
.
Loads
.
Extensometer read ings
.
Loads Unit
TX %J 4 per sq. in . Def
.
l"bs.
7050 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 87.5 ,000000
12950 .0041 .0011 .0024 .0025 161. 023
21400 .0082 .0059 .0072 .0074 266 066
29500 .0114 .0113 .0119 .0125 366 109
38500 .0139 .0224 .0130 .0183 478 156
49500 .0170 .0325 .0153 .0233 614 204
58000 .0213 .0417 .0331 .026P 720 284
69000 .0259 .0515 .0413 .0327 857 351
80000 .0325 .0620 .0521 .0393 993 430
90000 .0392 .0710 .0620 .0452 1116 503
100000 .0480 .0815 .0741 .0521 1240 592
110000 .0549 .0892 .0825 .0574 1365 657
119700 .0628 .0987 .0921 .0641 1486 735
124200 .0704 .1093 .1021 .0713 1542 818
127000 .0740 .1206 .1107 .0753 1577 881
115000 .0723 .1295 .1175 .0688 1428 .000898
4
-48-
Column No. 3.
Size. 12.062''xl2.125*xl2 •
.
Area. 146.2 sq. in.
Gauge Length. 132"
4-3/4" rods, 12-1/4" hoops,
/'^reinforcement. 1.32.
Age. 71 days.
Loads
,
Bxtensoraeter readings. Loads Unit
lbs. 1 2 3 4 per sq.
lbs
.
in. Def.
36700 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 251 .000000
53 700 .0050 .0046 .0039 .0057 567 036
63300 .0086 .0078 .0074 .0089 133 062
71100 .0124 .0101 .0109 .0121 486 086
79600 .0165 .0130 .0147 .0158 544 114
87400 .0208 .0157 .0174 .0196 597 138
99000 .0267 .0197 .0222 .0248 677 177
85000 .0222 • 0175 .0189 .0219 581 152
57200 .0180 .0109 .0105 .0135 391 100
38100 .0065 .0044 .0050 .0061 261 042
55900 .0122 .0076 .0085 .0122 382 066
71600 .0187 .0130 .0135 .0177 489 119
85500 .0228 .0168 .0175 .0224 585 151
102000 .0291 .0211 .0231 .0277 698 191
111000 .0342 .0246 .0275 .0316 760 223
126000 .0397 .0283 .0312 .0361 862 256
132000 .0449 .0321 .0350 .0403 904 289
144000 .0519 .0373 .0398 .0462 985 332
154200 .0580 .0422 .0452 .0515 1054 373
162500 .0638 .0468 .0505 .0565 1111 412
171000 ,0683 .0506 .0550 .0607 1170 444
178700 .0793 .0547 .0596 .0650 1222 477
189000 .0855 .0600 .0657 .0707 1292 521
196000 .0916 .0653 .0715 .0761 1340 564
208200 .0987 .0716 .0782 .0828 1423 615
217000 .1054 .0781 .0843 .0891 1485 664
226200 .1129 .0850 .0860 .0960 1547 707
235400 .1213 .0923 .0982 .1033 1611 775
242000 .1311 ,0999 .1048 .1109 1656 835
251300 .1461 .1090 .1139 .1195 1720 914
257000 .1680 .1160 .1220 ,1240 1758 991
260000 .1843 .1240 .1308 .1264 1778 1058
264400 .1955 .1348 .1380 .1351 1810 1130
268600 .2031 .1410 . 1463 .1389 1838 1179
272000 .2032 .1580 .1560 .1386 1862 1230
268000 .2032 ,1654 .1645 .1384 1834 1258
263000 .2032 .1835 .1790 .1383 1800 ,001320

-49-
Column Mo. 4.
Size. 9.093''x9.015''xl0'-6". Plain.
Area. 82 sq. in.
Gauge Length. 95". Age. 68 days.
Loads. Extensoraeter readings. Loads Unit
1^^' 12 3 4 per sq. in. Def.
40000 . 0000 . 0000 .0000 - 0000 488 .000000# \y vy vy \y vy vy
53000 . 0038 . 0063• v/ \J i-/ . 0059 .0047 647 054
57300 • \j \j xj . 0091 . 0084 . 0071• \y • ^ 699 079
66400 .0091 .0155 .0138 .0120 811 133
70000 .0116 .0193 .0163 .0148 855 163
74100 .0138 .0225 .0205 .0172 904 195
76500 .0159 .0253 .0237 .0191 934 221
82000 .0196 .0^98 .0290 .0226 1000 266
85000 .0227 .0329 .0329 .0245 1037 297
88000 .0253 .0356 .0363 .0268 1073 326
90600 .0280 .0379 .0396 .0286 1106 342
92800 .0308 .0406 .0442 .0308 1132 385
96000 .0335 .0433 .0466 .0330 1171 411
100000 .0375 .0468 .0518 .0362 1220 453
105000 .0449 .0533 .0600 .0410 1282 524
110000 .0496 .0550 .0655 .0437 1343 563
111000 .0559 .0571 .0715 .0464 1356 607
111000 .0649 .0587 .0795 .0486 1356 663

-50-
Column No. 5.
Size. 12.140"xl2.06"xl2' . Plain.
Area. 146.4 sq, in.
Gauge Length. 114 in. Age. 69 days.
T r\ Q /I a Extensometer readings. Loads TTt-i \ 4-uniiu
lbs. 1X Io per SQ.
-I I ) R .
m . uei
.
R4nn .0000 -0000 - 0000 .0000• vy vy vy vy 57 -000000
- 000? . 0025 -0010• \/V/X V/ .0014• vyvyx *i 106X vy vJ 01
1
vy X X
- OOOR -0050• \J\J \J\J .0021 . 003 5 X vy^ 02 5\J %J
OkJKJKJKJ .0017 - 0090 .0055 .0056 048vy
^ X ^-^ v/vy . 0027 - 0136 .0092 .0069• vy vy vy •y 283 071vy f J,
«-/ V/ vyvV .0039 -0175 .0130 .0078• %/ vy • w 341w^X 093vy «y %j
i7 vy V/ V/ .0056 .0200 -0181• V/X X .0090• vy V/ J vy 403TTvyw 116XX vy
.0068 -0243 -0220 .0105• vyX vy »y 47R 1 39X vy 7
. 0102• vxv^ - 0280 -0263• vy A/ vyw .0119• VX X «7 546 168X vy vy
Rft son .0129 -0315 - 0313 .0132• vyX /J 604 195X vy
.0164• V/X \J^ - 0348 .0385 .0143• V/X^ vy 683vy vyw 229
1 \J 0\J\J -Oin• V/X X x . 0318 -0342• \ycy" <i» .0096• vy vy J vy 502 190X vy
.0071 .0275 .0290 - 0056• vy vy «-/ Vy 378vy f vy IS?X aJ /C^
w V/ c/w V> .0028 .0220% yj f-^ £^ V/ . 0222 .0012• vyvyx^ 248X vJ 106X vy vy
—
. 0006 .0140• w^^ X^ .0150 "".0022 120X V 058vy *y Vy
33000w \J V/ vy .0018 .0185 -0200 -0006• vy vyvy vy 225 090vy^ V/
«J TT tJ vy - 0065 - 0244 .0264 -0051• vy vy «-/X 372vy e M 137Xw #
.0113• \/x xcy - 0297 .0320 -0096• vy vy^ vy 507 181X vyX
.0151• X/X X .0332 -0363• \j cy \j cy .0130• vy.L vy vy vyX 214
103R00 .0186• VXWW .0376 -041
5
• vy^ X ^ -0156• vyX V/ 708f vy vy 248vy
n 8000 .0220 .0435 .0495 .0169• ^y w »y 807vyvy f 289vy
X %J \J\J\J\J .0281 .0509 .0617 .0184 930vy Vy 349c/^ «7
150000 .0326 .0558 .0690 .0209 1025 391
153600 .0382 .0632 .0798 .0369 1118 446
181000 .0452 .0706 .0903 .0415 1237 510
196000 .0517 .0780 .1015 .0452 1339 574
206000 .0581 .0839 .1110 .0484 1408 629
216000 .0641 .0895 .1186 .0524 1475 679
228600 .0716 .0968 .1295 .0566 1562 745
231000 .0764 .1009 .1360 .0596 1579 786
233000 .0796 .1035 .1395 .0614 1591 810
240000 .0842 .1075 .1455 .0644 1639 848
246000 .0916 .1135 .1573 .0692 1680 .000914
250200 .0654 .0715 .1670 .0159 1722

-51-
Coliunn No. 6.
Size. 9''x8.984 "xl2'
.
4-5/8" rods
.
Area. 80.9 sq. in. % reinforcement. 1.52.
Gauge Length. 132". Age . 70 days.
T.nnrt **
.
Extensometer readings. Loads Unit
1 2 3 4 per sq. in . Def
.
3700 .0000 . 0000 .0000 .0000 46 .000000
12'iOOA. *J \J \y .0039 . 0059 .0000 .0107 155 039
27000 .0127 .0175 .0003 .0309 334 116
37000 .0196 .0262 .0030 .0435 457 175
46700 .0266 .0348 .0065 .0556 578 234
56200%j \j V/ vy .0341 .0448 .0109 .0672 695 297
65100w «-y ^ vy v/ .0418 .0535 .0144 .0783 806 356
75000
. 0506 .0640 .0180 .0905 928 423
83000w^ V/ V/ vy .0594 . 0751 .0180 .1025 1026 492
92400 .0701 .0890 .0262 .1175 1141 577
98400 .0784 . 0993 .0321 .1283 1216 643
73900 .0680 .0880 .0211 .1175 914 561
55700 .0574 .0778 .0114 .1068 689 483
38300 .0456 .0660 .0010 .0940 473 394
16300
. 0263 .0464 —.0120 .0692 202 232
4700^ • \J\J .0160 . 0305 —.0173 .0471 58 147
.0204 .0378 .0185 .0577 164 196
27000 .0304 . 0501 .0245 . 0745 334 281
38000 .0386 .0594 .0300 .0853• \y \J kJ \J 470 346
48000
~x w \y V/ V/ • 0460 . 0672 - 0364 .0942 593 403
57900 .0531 .0743 .0424 .1019 716 456
.0598 .0824 .0489 .1094 841 510
78100 .0665 .0885 .0550 .1166 966 560
87900 .0727 .0950 .0611 .1234 1086 608
996400 .0790 .1010 .0670 .1303 1190 656
105200 .0867 .1100 .0741 .1386 1301 716
111000 .0943 .1205 .0814 .1488 1372 785
117000 .1010 .1300 .0885 .1583 1446 - 847
121200 .1075 .1392 .0952 .1666 1499 906
125000 .1179 .1560 .1105 .1810 1545 1012
129300 .1266 .1670 .1220 .1915 1599 1091
129400 .1380 .1795 .1395 .2042 1600 1192
125000 .1546 .2020 .1770 .2347 1545 .001395
73900 914

-52-
Coluran No. 7.
Size. 11.969''xl2.156"xl2' . 4-3/4" rods.
Area. 145.5 sq. in. reinforcement. 1.21.
Gauge Length. 132" Age. 65 days.
Loads. Extensoraeter readings. Loads Unit
I'bs. 1 2 3 4 per sq. in. Def.
8300 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
Its.
57 .000000
14900 .0005 .0026 .0009 .0017 102 Oil
27200 .0021 .0091 .0031 .007^ 187 041
43800 .0064 .0150 .0060 .0142 301 079
62200 .0133 .0220 .0119 .0215 427 130
80700 .0210 .0286 .0181 ,0283 555 182
100000 .0300 .0355 .0256 .0363 688 241
73300 .0227 .0300 .0194 .0305 504 194
41600 .0123 .0205 .0099 .0202 286 119
24500 .0066 .0141 .0049 .0132 168 735
44500 .0125 .0200 .0095 .0200 306 117
64400 .0190 :0260 .0154 .0265 442 164
84400 .0255 .0336 .0214 .0329 580 209
102000 .0312 .0370 .0270 .0359 701 248
118500 .0398 .0427 .0332 .0385 814 292
138200 .0511 .0495 .0421 .0421 950 350
156000 .0620 .0555 .0505 .0415 1072 397
174000 .0748 .0626 .0606 .0483 1195 467
196000 .0914 .0715 .0742 .0555 1347 554
213000 .1061 .0802 .0864 .0663 1463 642
231000 .1225 .0902 .1007 .0763 1588 738
248000 .1440 .1028 .1195 .0935 1705 871
25700C • 1591 .1131 .1334 .1069 1767 971
262000 .1722 .1228 .1467 .1188 1800 1061
266000 .1859 .1330 .1605 .1302 1828 1154
269000 .2024 .1465 .1775 .1448 1850 1271
267000 .2220 .1625 .1980 .1616 1835 1400
240000 .2482 .1870 .2300 .1850 1650 .001615

-53-
Column No. 8.
Size. 6 .984''x9 .00''xl2 t Plain.
Area. 80.8 aq. in.
Gauge Length. 114''. Age. 64 days.
Loads
•
Extensometer readings. Loads un I n.
1 "he X 4 per sq. m • jjei •
AArtrt
• v/v.'v/v .0000 32
1<(2 rUU 0004 157 U4U
mil m AD
. V)X \J\J .0028 267 r47A
o<c4UU . \jX\jx .0081 401 xoo
4UUUU OO AO • v'XO O 09Q9 .0128 495 T 7QX f y
4youu . UO OX . UX / D"^ AD .0191 616 9*^ R
n9i n
• V//£XtJ .0254 733
OolUU . yJDDX DORR. V./ /G O i) .0320 843 •'^ ATO OX
»7rj<z Art O A RO OA1 n
. U DX
U
.0388 956 AOQ
o f UUU • W f o o n*^AO ri7nA .0461 1076 ouu
y bUUU HR A A. v/O D D .0542 1187 R77D 1 r
DoUUU r>7nntKJ 1 \J\J .0435 842 Af^fi.
4d<sUU OA R• UD O u n990 r>RQ 7. \^oy f .0330 572 X
» yJXXO .0207 313 9Q1o^X
oyuu O*^ A"? . \/\''*X rt-X Rrt. uo ou .0100 110 1 AAX OO
OO Art nn7A
. \ I\J f o nA9n .0162 276 9AA<i4D
•z /I o Art
. UOOO m 9^1 . woxu .0228 423
K/! T rtrt OA RA n99Q O Ari9
.0341 669
C. Q ArtDO f UU nAAH .0421 850
Q1 OArt
. uouy H'A A9 . U /4X .0487 1003 R9A
fto o Art AO OA
. uoou OAT Q. U4Xy rtClAQ .0554 1138 RAA0O4
T An OArt1012UO OQAQ. uy4y HA. 7 A nA7 R .0617 1252 AAH
T AQ O AA
.1024 .0538 .0900 .0686 1347 Aon
T T "Z AAA1.L5000 .1079 .0582 .1003 .0736 1397 7A Af 4D
118400 .1146 ,0638 .1070 .0795 1466 Amoux
124000 .1230 .0697 .1148 .0861 1534 A A'^
219900 .1331 .0770 .1243 .0948 1607 y40
135000 .1431 .0843 .1335 .1033 1670
140000 .1535 .0925 .1430 .1084 1730 1091
145000 .1630 .0990 .1510 .1151 1793 1158
14r8600 .3 729 .1055 .1600 .1241 1838 1233
152000 .1843 .1139 .1695 .1320 1880 1315
156000 .1940 .1198 .1765 .1342 1930 1570
156000 .2056 .1260 .1855 .1357 1930 .001431
162000 2004

-54-
Column No. 9.
Size. 12.078 ''X12.140 ''xl2»
.
Plain.
Area. 146.6 3q. In.
Gauge Length . 114". Age. 65 days
.
Loads. Extensoraeter readings. Loads uni t
l"bs. X o 4 per sq. m . jjei
.
.!. G .
15800 C\C\C\C\
. \J\J\J\J oooo . uuuu 1 Oftxuo .000000
22000
. vJ\J± ej om Q • uuxo 1 t^OX ou 014
30200 OOAO 90A 033
39300 nn7A ni 1 o rin*? Q 9 Aft 061
52200
. v J. x ** 01 0"=^ ooAn O O O 101
62200
. Kii. ox . J. ow 09 1^ . UUD«j 494 133
71400 . J. r> V m ft4 0*^1 O OOAft 4«7 165
81900 0*^74 OOft7 R Rft«J O O 202
91200 04. "^9 m Of; A09 235
100000 n9Q 7 04Q0 • ux/iy Aft9 271
110900 . yJO 1 D n'^4p OR R A* yJiJ DO OT A9. UX O/C 7^7tut 317
121000 04. "^1 . V^cJ oo 0A90 01 Qft. uxy o R97 359
131000 04. "^S 09*^ A 403
140000 . yjij's J. 0478 0744 09 70 Q R Ay OD 446
149000 OROR . uoxo 1 01 ft 491
157600 . \J\JO f 0R71 O"^ Rft 1 07R 538
168000 n7P«^ OAT T 1 1 AA 595
149300 . uooo OQ1 9. Wi7 X.& O'^ftl T 090 568
123200 S A Oft f^O
. KJOOO ft4.9 520
103800 nR7n OftOO
. u<syx 70Q/ uy 476
82700 07*^4. 09*^ i; RAA 423
61700 OAfi''^ OT 77. UX / / A91 353
45500 . yJiLj D O ORQ c> • ux<6y u XU 316
27400 0977 01^09 T ft7XO # 252fc^ XJ f~J
20000 no A . UftOO or^Rft. UUOO XO f 223
36700 om f^ c\c\u.n.. uuoo 9^0 261
55100 . UXOU •J^ 7 A 313
69700 OA4 OT 70
. UX / U A7A 354
83900 041 «• u**xo OAQ ft r>or»Q. U/iUO D fO 394
98000 04 1^7 074 A A7ft 432
115200 OftOc; • U<syU 7ft7 479
129000 0R4. A Oftt^O
. UooU ftftT 516t*m W
148000 OAQ OA09 OQT A* uy X O'^'iftR. uooo 1 01 nX\JX\J 569
162900 9 KJ yj \JX OQ7 A .0435 1111 617
174000 .0810 .0697 .1030 .0481 1188 661
182600 .0861 .0740 .1086 .0523 1245 704
189400 .0916 .0775 .1145 .0569 1292 746
198000 .0983 .0842 .1219 .0625 1350 804
207000 .1056 .0901 .1297 .0687 1412 864
212000 .1119 .0952 .1367 .0740 1447 917
215000 .1168 .0989 .1420 .0782 1468 956
221000 .1235 .1041 .1493 .0840 1508 1011
226000 .1310 .1100 .1575 .0902 1541 1072
231400 .1390 .1159 .1660 .0973 1580 1135
23400C 1473 .1211 .1760 .1056 1596 1206
23600C 1555 .1255 .1857 .1114 1610 .001268

-55-
Column No. 10.
Size. 9.078"x9.031"xl2'
.
Area. 82.0 sq. in.
Gauge Length. 132 in.
4-5/8" rods, 12-1/4" hoops.
reinforcement. 1.64.
Age. 65 days.
T Aa a Extensometer readings. liO ads TT-n i +
lbs. 1 2 3 4 per sq.
IhR.
in. Def,
4700 .0000 ,0000 .0000 .0000 57 .000000
13500 .0058 .0053 ,0033 .0059 165 038
25900 .0159 .0148 .0141 .0179 316 119
34100 .0234 .0230 .0205 .0258 416 175
44000 .0329 .0332 .0301 ,0353 537 249
53500 .0429 .0440 .0406 ,0452 653 327
63200 .0543 .0565 .0630 ,0561 772 416
73000 .0667 .0689 .0663 ,0675 891 510
80600 .0781 .0810 .0790 ,0781 984 598
89600 .0929 .0982 .0959 .0922 1092 718
97500 .1078 .1168 .1152 .1058 1189 845
102100 .1221 .1358 .1360 .1181 1246 971
102000 .1387 .1715 .1735 .1322 1245 1166
101300 .1431 .1850 ,1865 .1370 1237 1234
105000 1280

-56-
Column
Size. 12.062"xl2.078"xl2'
.
Area. 145.2 sq. in.
Gauge Length. 132".
No. 11.
4-3/4" rods, 12-1/4" hoops.
% reinforcement. 1.33.
Age. 6f> days.
Loads
•
Extensometer readings. Loads Unit
.
1 nr>
.
1 2 3 4 per sq.
llDS .
in. Def
.
18500 . OUOO .0000 AAAA. OOOO AAAA. UOUU 127 AAAAAA. UUUUUU
34UU0 . UUo4 . UU/iU AA RA AA'^ Q ^o4 A'Z "Z033
48700 • Ul DO . (H)0 AT AQ AAP 1 1 c335 074
59500 . U<c91 . v;u4o AT OA AT ^T 479 T n131
89300 . UUo/i AO »7A c rj o578 T OA190
105400 OUT O . Ul<50 A'^ /I K. U040 ATT T.UOll 734 o yf R
T O r» r\f\127000 . Ud41 • Ul /O A /I Q Ayl AA. U4UU O T Co76 1 T "Z313
147000 A/l QQ. U4yy T AT O "Z O Q
157000 • uyoo • UoUU A C /I R AC AT. U6U1 T T RA11 50 A C A464
185600 • lOo D • UO / I AT/I A. U /40 A»7A R T orr
o
1278 R >1 A540
198100 • i.L#5y • U4<5 AQT R A •? fJ /I. U o4 T "2 c yi1364 Rci597
156500 • J.UO / . 0o41 • U / <i4 A<?Q R T Ar^ Q10 /8 R'ZA
127500 • Ud4d ACT A. Ud14 8 /y 47U
98300 A R R D A RO >! C "7 tOff A A'Z403
58500 • U r 14 C\A RTi A^ T O. U41o 472 "Z o >13<c4
40500 AA KO All AOQO 279 O "Z R235
22600 . 0415 AAT Q• UOlo AO yi o AOA Q Tec156 T C O169
45600 . UooO . UU40 A'XOO AO C5 O 314 O O yl224
70400 AT AO A ^ T R A'X DOt. Uoo3 485 OO y!294
89100 AT RO A /I D T. U4ol • 0452 613 "Z yl c345
110800 r\ Q "z o AOT A A>1 R O. O40o A CZ A.0530 764 TOE385
132700 • 09<c0 AO TA• U<d /O A CZ T. 0631 ACA R• U5U5 915 459
152100 • uyy b A1 0/1 . UDy4 AC A. U6 lU 1048 508
172200 . 1073 Al DA Afy T• ^61 * 073 / 1186 cert559
193600 • 11d5 A /I "ZO• u4oy A Q /t A. U840 AQT T• 0817 1333 618
215100 .1287 .0518 .0940 .0921 1480 694
230400 .1417 .0588 .1050 .1027 1586 774
243000 .1554 .0655 .1150 .1139 1673 843
248600 .1630 .0690 .1210 .1200 1712 896
254500 .1718 .0738 .1280 .1265 1752 948
262000 .1849 .0782 .1379 .1364 1805 1018
270000 .1974 .0830 .1473 .1462 1860 1087
275100 .2081 .0878 .1573 .1567 1894 1155
278200 .2189 .0932 .1665 .1665 1916 1221
281000 .2329 .0971 .1785 .1777 1935 1300
281200 .2500 .1028 .1905 .1927 1936 1393
274400 .2696 .1082 .2030 .2132 1890 .001503
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Column No. 12.
Size. 9.083"x9.104"x9*,
Area. 82.7gq. in.
Gauge Length. 95".
4-5/8" rods, 9-1/4" hoops.
reinforcement. 1.625.
Age. 66 days.
Loads. Extensometer res
I'bs. 12 3
.0000 -0000
J. f ouu on OA
01 01 01 RO
. \JX 0^
ODDUU 01 47 01 Q'^'i
ft DtUU -0900 094P>
CP,! on • \J £J \J Jm . 0993• V/ A* ^
O'^OR
. \JO\J\J
09
A
o'*i 70 0401
. VJ 6> 7 04 "^ft 04AO
OiSI 1» \J K>X X » \J Ci <t
0*^ A A ORAO
04Q9
• V/ X V/
J. ouu 091^7 049R
OT 79 0*'^AO
onQ7 09 AQ 09Q0
01 0999
OOAQ 09''^0
. V/ /C W n9
ouuuu OT OA. V7XUD 0971 0900
4± ouu 01 Pi"!^. WXOO . wo*t
Oft f UU 0900 O'^^Ql
oyOUU 09 AA OA/in
ODUUU 0'=^97 om A
99200 .0376 .0558 .0570
110300 .0420 .0616 .0625
116300 .0447 .0672 .0660
125200 .0484 .0730 .0703
133000 .0522 .0793 .0754
139000 .0556 .0841 .0798
146400 .0597 .0895 .0844
151800 .0635 .0956 .0890
125500 .0569 .0903 .0833
100000 .0490 .0825 .0755
75600 .0403 .0738 .0663
49200 .0291 .0622 .0552
30200 .0193 .0520 .0450
21200 .0145 .0460 .0400
14600 .0107 .0410 .0355
35400 .0189 .0502 .0433
58100 .0295 .0614 .0542
ngs. Loads Unit
4 per sq.
X Da .
in. Der.
. I'UUU OJL . uuuuuu
r\f\A A /sUy 051
. \J\JO/i r\n A
. uxxy ^ y1 1440 TICXOD
. ux 00 RATOox T Q >1xo4
OT QA
. uxy^ A A 7DD 1 "x r>/SOU
dot. a
1 /y rr277
. U<0C}<5 y OOU
. Uoox XU/c<d 1 Q
. Uooo 1 1 RO 44 r
. U4X0 TOOK A Q'Z.400
• Uc)DO no Ayy D 433
. u<oy rr A A ODX
. U/rJxo >• QT4ox /S fd
. UXo no 194
f\f\C A
• UUdd TOO
. UxU 1 c/SO/5 158
• U14o DO 200
.uiyy OU/5 C >1254
• U<i04 DD/5 3x1
. UOl X 000 Z ^To71
. UO (O 1040 438
r\Ani Ixyo 495
• 04 n 133 5 548
Art »7
.UOX ^ 1407 590
.0565 1514 639
.0623 1609 694
.0669 1682 739
.0719 1771 790
.0776 1837 843
.0715 1519 780
.0636 1210 698
.0550 914 605
.0437 595 486
.0333 365 379
.0276 256 323
.0233 177 776
.0327 428 368
.0435 703 .000482
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Coluinn No. 12. (Cont)
T 1^ Q #3 o Extensoraeter readings. Loads uniu
lbs
.
O 4 per sq.
1 VvOX c a .
in. Dei,
OkJO\J\J
. U / <£0 A A CO
. U / oU nAO A• uoy o 1 1 '7fiXX f O
111 onn
. UOU / « Uooo O'y Art. U /oU n AAQ 1 '^A.'^XO^O 71 Of X\J
1 ''^nnnnX^JWWUw • UO f D • uyUD . UcioU • U ' ly 1 oo
1 4.4.4.nn
. UOO O • uy (
X
• Ucjy ^ . U / OU 1 74.7X f H f R4.R
1 A rtO Art Xoy «3 9X D
. j.uoy . lUUO • utsyu X O O 964
1 o7nnn
.0764 .1130 .1055 .0927
173000 .0817 .1208 .1113 .1000 2092 1074
177000 .0859 .1270 .1163 .1056 2142 1130
181000 .0900 .1330 .1213 .1112 2190 1185
185000 .0966 .1410 .1285 .1190 2238 1262
187100 .1026 .1480 .1357 .1261 2265 1334
188000 .1082 .1541 .1425 .1288 2275 1390
192000 .1152 .1618 .1500 • 1343 2323 1462
193100 .1219 .1680 .1578 .1384 2335 1528
186200 .1347 .1750 .1660 .1527 2252 1640
120000 .1772 .1490 .2270 .2073 1452 .001987
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Column No. 13.
Size. 12.200"xl2.187''xG.0» . Plain.
Area. 148.8 sq. in. Age. 61 days.
Gauge Length, 60".
T >^ »» J —Loads
.
Ext ensoiiieter readings. Loads
.
Unit
X P S • 1 2 3 4 per sq. in.
L ns
Der
.
7700 • UOOO . 0000 . 0000 .0000 51.8 .000000
25000 • 0019 . 0030 PifVZ. c .0011 168 Uo9
41400 . UUoU • UUb / . UOoO . OU41 o rf o278
57yoo . OUoo , 0090 . 0094 .00 i\J 'ZOOoo9 14U
/ddUO r\'\ o o • yJloyj . U14U . U1U4 515 <sO f
• 0164 . 01 70 . Oloo • 014 J. DOO o
112700 • 0208 • 0/il9 . 0257 • 0182 758 353
127600 .0249 .0260 .0292 .0218 859 425
147600 .0307 .0320 .0348 .0271 987 520
166400 .0368 .0378 .0413 .0327 1118 620
181300 .0424 .0444 .0471 .0379 1219 717
193700 .0483 .0490 .0535 .0433 1302 810
207000 .0543 .0544 .0591 .0487 1392 903
218000 .0611 .0605 .0660 .0554 1466 1012
228900 .0688 .0676 .0735 .0625 1540 1135
237800 .0766 .0746 .0806 .0695 1600 1254
243900 .0856 .0817 .0890 .0773 1640 1390
251000 .0953 .0845 .0975 .0856 1688 1512
253300 .1055 .0975 .1066 .0945 1704 1687
254000 .1165 .1070 .1171 .1045 1709 1858
249700 .1300 .1185 .1298 .1170 1680 .002080
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Column No. 14.
Size. 9.078''x9.031''xl2»
.
Area. 82.0 sq. in.
Gauge Length. 132 in.
4-5/8" rods, 12-1/4'' hoops,
^reinforcement. 1.64.
Age. 63 days.
Loads
.
Extensometer readings. "Load s Unit
lbs. 1 2 3 4 Der so
.
11
in. Def.
4000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 49 .000000
12200 .0052 .0045 . 0065 .0030 149 036
21600 .0121 .0102 .0132 .0094 263 085
28800 .0179 .0155 .0140 .0149 352 118
39800 .0274 .0240 .0287 .0236 486 196
49600 .0365 .0328 .0380 .0322 606 264
57800 .0440 .0402 .0460 .0394 706 321
67200 .0530 .0500 .0558 .0483 819 392
77000 .0631 .0600 .0669 .0586 940 471
87500 .0753 .0782 .0804 .0712 1067 578
99500 .0921 .0897 .0985 .0879 1213 697
107200 .1065 .1040 .1142 .1023 1308 809
86200 .0982 .0955 .1054 .0940 1051 744
68700 .0882 .0860 .0955 .0845 638 671
55000 .0792 .0780 .0870 .0760 672 606
43400 .0705 .0701 .0784 .0680 529 544
• 33300 .0614 .0620 .0700 .0593 407 478
23000 .0512 .0530 .0605 .0498 281 406
17500 .0453 .0470 .0548 .0435 213 361
41500 .0636 .0615 506
53000 .0724 .0721 .0803 .0700 647 558
78500 .0904 .0892 .0982 .0871 958 691
101100 .1069 .1047 .1150 .1029 1234 814
112000 .1200 .1168 .1290 • 1153 1367 912
107000 .1740 .1560 .1800 .1645 1306 .001276

Column No. 15.
Size. 12. 166x12. 166"x6. 0' . Plain.
Area. 148.0 sq. in.
Gauge Length. 60 in. Age. 63 days.
T A a a Extensometer readings. Loads uni li
X k> D . X o At per sq. in. uer.
X o a
J.UU nnnn. \J\jyJ\j nooo .000000
<o«D OUU .0031 .0028 .0026 .0032 i. 049
.0074 .0061 .0057 .0080 113Am JL C>/
58200 .0118 .0097 .0094 .0125 393 181
72600 .0160 .0130 .0130 .0166 491 244
87800 .0212 .0170 .0175 .0216 593 322
99200 .0255 .0202 .0215 .02-57 670 387
110500 .0300 .0236 .0254 .0300 748 454
121900 .0350 .0273 .0300 .0346 824 528
131600 .0402 .0309 .0344 .0393 890 603
140500 .0457 .0348 .0393 .0445 951 685
148400 .0506 .0391 .0436 .0491 1003 756
157000 ;0571 .0427 .0491 .0557 1062 853
164900 .0650 .0476 .0565 .0629 1114 967
170000 .0767 .0546 .0667 .0735 1148 1130
174500 .0888 .0622 .0770 .0839 1179 1298
176000 .1023 .0719 .0888 .0956 1189 1493
173100 .1149 .0837 .1010 .1086 1169 .001702

*Column No. 16.
Size, 9.083''x9.083"x9 •
.
Area, 82,5 aq, in.
Gauge Length. 95",
4-5/8" rods, 9-1/4" hoops,
^reinforcement, 1.C3,
Age, 59 days.
T.n a . Extensometer readings. T a cj Tin 1 f
l"bs. 1 2 3w p CI tj ,
11-! f5.
111 , JJCJL ,
3800 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000• V/v v/v/ 46 .000000• vxV vy vy v/ \^
20900 ,0106 .0050 .0030 .0121• V/ A. Jl, 253 081
31900 ,0182 • 0105 .0077 .0199 387v> vJ r 148
42200~ Aw» x/ V/ . 02 52 .0160 .0129 .0277 512 215
50400
. 0311 . 0220 .0178 .0345 611KJ A. A. 277
58700 .0369 .0279 .0230 .0409 712 339
69400 .0450 .0355 .0300 ,0502 842 423
79700 .0535 .0439 .0383 .0596 966 514
89700 .0622 .0528 .0456 . 0692 1086 605
98600 .0711 .0616 . 0536 .0796 1194 699
107100 .0809 .0717 .0630 .0910 1299 807
83100 .0750 .0640 .0560 .0837 1006 733
57000 .0645 . 0530 .0458 .0729 691 622
35300 .0523 . 0410 .0346 .0600 428 494
20600 .0405 .0306• \y V .0251• \J f-^ \J Am .0476 250 379
12000 .0315 .0240 .0190 .0381 146 297
7200 .0239 .0206 .0163 .0297 87Ly # 238cy vy
28000 .0415 .0313 .0255 .0484 340 386
48000 .0544 .0442 .0375 .0627 582 523
71600 .0669 .0570 .0490 .0764 868 656
90300 .0759 .0670 .0578 .0861 1093 755
107000 .0864 .0778 .0678 .0979 1297 868
117000 .0967 .0876 .0772 .1098 1420 977
122300 .1086 .0985 .0862 .1243 1482 1100
127000 .1224 .1115 .0973 .1411 1540 1242
1299000.1322 .1213 .1058 ,1538 1575 1350
131000 .1490 .1368 .1190 ,1743 1588 1524
132500 .1618 .1485 .1290 ,1902 1607 1656
129900 .1789 .1640 .1430 ,2110 1575 ,001833
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Coliimn No. 17.
Size. 9.166"x9.1?.5"x6» . 4-5/8" rods.
Area. 83.6 sq. in. ^ reinforcement. 1.47.
Gauge Length. 60". Age. 67 days.
Extensometer readings. XJ \J C^VwA Unit
lbs
.
X ott •K •* ^y\7i ov^9
lbs.
Def •
2800 onoo 0000• \J\J\J\J .0000 - 0000 33 .
5
.000000
1*S600X V/ V V/
V
• vy ^7 0070 . 0054• \J\J 0040 186 . 084
32P00 m OP • VJX ^ •y 01 1 9• V'X X ^ -01 00 385 188X vy
47000 .01 so 0181 .0170• WX » V .0153• V/X «Jw 562%J \J9^ 273fc* « cy
62100 OT 95% \Jx^ o 0249• V/ <C* *r fc> • \.f £J fj fZ» 0209 743' i. cy 362cy vy tii
71900 - 0273 .0258• Vy t-^ \j \j 0243 860 417
81000w X v/ vy v/ n?55• ^ «J ftJ - 0311• WO X X 0294 . 0281• vy v^x 968 476
89 500 .0282 .0342 .0325 .0311 1069 525
96000 .0300 .0375 .0347 .0342 1147 568
105400 .0328 .0425 .0380 .0391 1262 635
115000 .0357 .0464 .0415 .0429 1375 694
121600 .0377 .0500 .0439 .0462 1453 741
130000 .0401 .0548 .0468 .0508 1554 802
140500 .0436 .0605 .0511 .0565 1680 882
148900 .0468 .0645 .0548 .0612 1780 947
156000 .0500 .0700 .0585 .0664 1866 1040
163800 .0533 .0750 .0621 .0722 1960 1093
169000 .0567 .0811 .0663 .0781 2022 1175
174700 .0608 .0886 .0720 .0858 2090 1280
180300 .0649 .0886 .0785 .0926 2155 1352
184400 .070,5 .0886 .0845 .1011 2206 1435
183300 .0793 .0932 .0940 .1127 2192 1580
178400 .0886 .0985 .1055 .1235 2133 .001735
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Coluinn No, 18.
Size. 9.104''x9.187''x6.0» . Plain.
Area. 83. 6 sq. in.
Gauge Length. 60". Age. 65 days.
Loads. Extensometer read
l"bs. 1 2 3
6200 .0000 .0000 .0000
16700 .0029 .0052 .0048
31200 .0109 .0129 .0145
43300 .0199 .0220 .0231
52900 .0285 .0293 .0316
63000 .0395 .0380 .0421
71500 .0498 .0470 .0520
79100 .0616 .0580 .0633
85200 .0745 .0689 .0753
90300 .0927 .0861 .0935
ings. Loads Unit.
4 per sq. in. Def.
lbs.
.0000 74 .oonnno
.0045 200 72
.0125 373 212
.0205 518 356
.0279 633 488
.0374 753 654
.0468 855 816
.0580 946 1004
.0703 1018 1203
.0890 1079 .001504
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VII. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AM) COITCLUSIOIIS.
(a) COJ.tPARISOl^ OF STKPINGTH OF PLAIN COLU?mS WITH
CUBES AND "!YLINDKRS: By reference to the summary ofjresults
in table on page34r, it will "be seen t}iat, in general, the
msLxiirjum unit load sustained by Llie cubes was considerable great-
er than that sustained by the columns made from the same con-
crete. The average load sustained 'oy the i)lain columns was
1524 lbs. per sq. in. while the corresponding cubes carried an
average of 2007 lb. per sq. in. The average load carried by
all cubes was 2114 lb, per sq. in. The explanation of the
difference in tl.:ese results which seems most probable is that
the heads of the machine tend, by means of friction on the bear-
ing surfaces, to prevent the cubes from, expanding laterally/.
The cubes are thus prevented from, failing along vertical planes,
but fail rather "by bulging midway between the bearihg surfaces.
This view is strengthened by the fact that pyramids were left
on the bearing surfaces when the cubes were crushed to complete
failure. In tiie case of the columns the bearing surfaces are-
so far apart that friction has very little effect upon th.e load
carried. Column flexure may have lessened the load carried by-
some of the longer coltxmns, but in general the columns did not
fail in this manner. The average load sustained by the c^-^lin-
ders was 1491 lb. per sq. in., which agrees closely with the
plain columns. It might be expected that the cylinders would
be somewhat weaker than the other specimens since the3'' are
smaller and tlius hard to tamp and also likely to dry out too
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fast. This weakness if it existed, however, was probably coun-
teracted by tiie friction on the bearing surfaces as in the
cube is
.
(b) COMPARISON OF STRENGTH OF PLAIN AND REINFORCED
COLUT'INS: The average load carried by all the reinforced col-
umns was 1746 lb. per sq. in. as compared with 1524 lb. per
sq. in. for tlie plain columns. This,however, is not a fair
basis of comparison as the steel carries a larger proportion
of the load t:;an this average would indicate. The ratio be-
tween the unit loads and unit deformations for concrete in com-
pression is not a constant quantity as it is in the case of
steel. Therefore onl^^ an approximate correction for the steal
reinforcement can be made. For the purposes of comparison the
average value of this ratio, which corresponds to the modulus
of elasticity of the steely was assumed to be 2,000,000.-lb . per
sq» in. The curves plotted for the plain coluinns seemed to
justify this assumption. The modulus of elasticity of the
steel was considered to be 29,000,000. lb. per sq. in. Then if
the bond netween the steel and the concrete holds so that the
deformations in both steel andjconcrete are the same, the stress
in the steel must be 2900000 = 14.5 times as great as in the
2000000
concrete. The area of the steel is therefore equivalent to an
area of concrete 14.5 times as large. The probable load carried
by the concrete in the reinforced columns was figured by in-
creasing the area of the column by this steel correction and
obtaining the unit loads from the revised area. In other words
the corrected area =: area of column + area of column x ^ rein-
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forcernent x IS. 5. Similar corrections were made on the asniimp-
tion that the raoduliis for tlie concrete V7as 1000000 Ih. per sq.
in. as tliis value seemed to he more nearly correct near the
point of failure. The results are tabulated, below.
Modulus for Concrete. Modulus fo r Concrete.
2000000 lb. per sq. in. 10000001b. 1 er sc]. in.
Col. Corrected Corrected Corrected Corrected
Area. Un it 1 arj
,
Area. Unit Load.
1 171.2 136 7 196.9 1188
7 169.2 1590 194.8 1372
2 97.1 1310 115.0 1104
6 97.5 1328 115.3 1122
17 100.2 1840 118.0 1562
3 172.2 1580 200.2 1568
11 171.3 1540 199.2 1410
10 100.2 1048 119.6 878
14 100.2 1117 119.6 936
12 100.9 1915 120.3 1606
16 100.7 1316 120.1 1103
Average
.
14 59 1241
The average unit loads found under both of the above
assumptions are seen to be less than the average for the plain
coluiT^ns. The steel, when distributed as in the coltinins here
described, therefore appears to be a sourse of T^eakness rather
than a reinforcement, in the sense of increasing the load which
the concrete itself can carr^r. The manner of failure of the
columns seem to bear out this conclusion as in every case the
vertical rods appeared to cause the failure by biiclcling out-
ward and thus breajcing off the concrete.
(c) C0J.CPARIS0N OP A-TOUITTS OF DEFORl/IATION: In order to
the.
compare the deformations of the various columns ,table on page
68 was made giving the unit-deformations at the loads of '00, 800
and 1200 lb. per sq. in. and also at the ultimate load. Cor-
rected values, allowing for the part of the load carried by the
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steel are also civen for the reinforced columno. THe correc-
tion was Tiade by multiplying by a factor equal to:
area of_ col. (area of col .x.^reinf orceTaent x 15
.5)^
Ar e'.'^" "oT "c oT.'
*
In trie table the first values given for the rein-
forced colanms are tue actual deformations of the column, while
the second values are the correcteil deformations.
COMPARISON OP DEFOR.MATIONS OP GOLmCJS.
Sir:e
.
T?.-> ;
-r; .•>••: -5 - f
Defornat: ions.
^).t 400 at POO
II /
at 1200 at Ult.
Load .
12''xl2''xl2'
12"xl2"xl2»
Plain,
n
.000125
150
.000500
3 75 675 1295
9''x9"xl2»
9"x9 "xl2»
w
n
Broke in
145
setting.
345
Not cor
595
sidered.
1600
llo
12"xl2"x6'
1T.''x12"xd'
11
II
105
195
405
515
720 1878
1503
IS 9"x9"x6» n 280 770 1544
A.verages of Plain colu'ang. 176 452 615 1 4 30
r 1 12"xl2"xl2' 4-5/4 "rods. 150
174
340
394
575
667
991
1150
7 12''x12"x12' 4 -3/4 "rods. 140
162
310
359
495
r;?4
1291
1498
9'»x9 ''xl2» 4-5/3"rods. 150
192
350
420
585
702
916
1100
u 9''x9"xl2' 4 -5/3 "rods. 170
204
3 75
450
650
780
1215
1458
17 9"x9"xo» 4
-5/8 "rods. 205
246
405
486
615
738
1367
1640
12''xl2"xl2» 4-3/4 "rods.
12-l/4"hoo-Ds.
120
142
310
366
535
631
1300
1535
ill 12'»xl2"xl2» 12-1/4 "hcoios.
4-3/4 "rods.
140
165
320
377
530
625
1433
1590
\
10 9"x9"xl2» 4-5/3 "rods.
9-l/4"hoo-DS.
195
238
460
561
9 80
1085
1000
1220
ll4 9^x9 "xl2» 4-5/8"rods.
9-I/4 "hoops
.
170
207
405
494
710
866
932
1136
"12 9"x9"x9» 4-5/8"rods.
9-l/4"hoops
130
^159
295
360
480
586
1533
1870
16 9"x9"x9
'
4-5/8 "rods.
9-1/4 "hoops.
175
214
420
512
725
883
1676
2045
Averages. Reinforced Cols,
159
.000191
363
.000434
617
.000740
1241
.001485
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It will "be noticed that the average deformat i ens of
those
the reinforced colunnB are soenv/hat less thari^ol' the plain col-
umns, a result to he expected since part of tr:e stresr. ir the
reinforced columns is carried h;/ the steel. Tne corrections of
the deformations made for the reinforced coliunns hrougl'it some
of the averages to correspond closely with those for the plain
columns, as close prohahly as could he expected with such a
rough method of correction. T}ie only effect of the steel upon
the deformations in this series of tests therefore seems to he
to slightly decrease them. It will also he noticed that the
average deformation of the reinforced columns at failure v/as
.001241 in. V/ith a coefficient of elasticit^r for the steel of
29000000 Ih. per sq. in. this corresponds to a stress of 36000
Ih. per sq. in. in the steel. This correspondsalmost exactly
with the elastic limit of the steel used. At this load the rods
buckled and thus caused failure. If a steel of somewhat higher
elastic limit was used a greater deformation would he permitted
without the steel htickling and greater stiffness in the rods
would result. One is therefore led to celieve that in this way
the concrete can he made to take its full load before being
broken the failure of the steel.
By referring to the table on page 68 and also to
the" curves, it will he seen that the deformations corresponding
to a given load vary greatly. This is a point that is hard to
explain since the greatest care was taken to have all specimens
made in exactly the same manner, and it i s an indication of the
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eleraent of uncertainty which exists in all concrete worV.
(fi) FORJf OF THE LOAD-DEFOWUTION CURVES: The load-
deformation curves for all of the specimens have been plotted
and all have the same general form^as may be seen loy referring
to the curves. It will be noted, however, t^iat some curves are
much flatter than others. A parabola was found to correspond
very closely with some of trie curves for their entire length,
as for Cols. 5 and 9 for example. For other curves a parabola
could generally be fitted quite closely to the lower ^rfdtion,
i.e. to the most important part. In the cases where the load
was taken off and then applied again, the curve was found to
come back to a prolongation of the original curve in every case.
T}i9 general form of 'the curves was the same for both plain and
reinforced colnnms.
(e) GSTEEIAL CONCLUSIONS. The following conclusions
may be drawn from this series of experiments.
Vertical rods Idj themselves do not increase the re-
sistance of the concrete in any way but rather weaken it by
their tendency;- to buckle. The value of vertical rods as rein-
forcement therefore lies in the vertical load which they can
carry without buckling,unless an eccentric loading is developed
sufficient to produce tension in one side of the coluami in whioh.
case the tensile stresses will be taken by the rods. The loads
in this series of experiments were purposel^r made concentric
and this phase of the subject was not investigated. These ex-
periments seem to show that vertical rods should be placed far-
ther from the surface of the column as there would then be a
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thicker layer of concrete to resist the tendency of the rod to
buckle
.
A few of the columns failed because the vertical rodn
projected through to the heads of the machine and therefore
received more t]:an their share of the load. Probably the best
way to remedy tliis difficulty is to keep the ends of the rods
several inches away from the ends of the column, and to depend
entirely on tr:e bond betv/een the concrete and steel to transmit
the load to the 'atter.
The hoops in these experiments did practically no
good at all, because they were spaced too far apart, the hooped
colitmns failing between the hoops exactly as the columns with
plain vertica,l rods did. From the nature of the failures, how-
ever, hooping seems to be the most logical form of reinforce-
raent , as the hoops tend to prevent the bulging of the concrete.
The hoops should be placed close enough together to prevent the
buckling of the vertical rods, probably not farther apart than
3 in. The distance between hoops is not dependent upon the
size of the column, large columns requiring just as close spac-
ing as small ones. It v/as not the purpose of these experiments
to investigate the various ways of hooping columns but this is
a subject that should be taken up in more detail.
Column flexure had very little effect upon the loads
carried by the columns, failure occurlng in other ways in all
cases. The ratio of side to length for the longer columns test-
ed was 1:12 and 1:16. This seems to show that the use of a
column flexure formula iii the design of concrete columns of this
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size is unnecessary, at least when only concentric loads are
considered.
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